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disabilities, including visual processing issues. Remote schooling was terrible for them. 
Between sitting in front of a screen all day, physically disconnected from peers, and the 
hastily pulled together lessons,  child was struggling. But they were safe. 
 
These last two years have been full of some of the hardest decisions imaginable for our 
family. Our school communities have low vaccination rates and have had high case 
rates. During the highest periods of transmission in December, we removed our kids 
from school a
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This should not happen for several reasons: 
-
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schools. The CDC did not mention a metric for vaccination rates for a mask-optional 
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ineffectiveness and even worse the negative social-
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the lack of information and nary the hope of a vaccine. This was all understandable at 
the time. Masks were widely accept
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I'm urging the Board to continue mask mandates in Chicago Public Schools at least 
through the end of this academic year. My kindergartner transferred from the Virtual 
Academy into in-person school in February. We took that step believing that in-person 
school would be safe. If we had known that within a matter of weeks the mask 
requirement would be dropped, we wouldn't have return our child to in-person learning. 
Consistent mask wearing is the ONLY protection we can count on, seeing as how 
vaccination rates are extremely low and the vaccine's effectiveness for young children 
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and immoral behavior. It's truly a shame that it has taken a lawsuit for CPS to even 
consider doing the right thing. 
 
 
 

49  
Please end to quarantines and lift the mask mandate in line with CDC guidelines and all 
other City ordinances. 
 

50  
My daughter, a CPS high school student, has lung disease as well as anxiety. We have 
taken every possible precaution to prevent contagion. There is no telling when a new 
variant will emerge, nor how contagious or potent it will be. By the time mask-mandates 
a would be re-instated, it would be too late for those with compromised immune 
systems. While my daughter does not leave the house without her mask, she 
understands that the risk of contagion is greater when others are not masked as well. It 
is already challenging for her to manage her anxiety in the classroom setting and this 
will only compound it. While many in the school community may be “fine” without 
masks, the populations with 504 plans and IEPs cannot afford to take additional risks, 
not to mention teachers and support staff who live with underlying conditions, as well as 
healthy students with loved ones at home who have compromised immune systems. I 
strongly support extending the mask mandate. 
 

51  
I am a parent of 3 children in CPS. I wanted to share my support of a policy shift to 
mask-optional in District 299.  
 
Chicago's COVID statistics for cases and transmission are great, nearing the lowest 
they've been in almost 2 years, and transmission in schools still proves to be rare. This 
context greatly dilutes the necessity of ongoing universal masking, particularly 
considering  the cumulative negative impact of prolonged masking on our kids. Mental 
health consequences aside, consider the negative impact prolonged masking has on 
our youngest students and those with speech issues and other delays.  
 
It's time. 
 

52  
, Chicago Public Schools CEO Martinez sent an email saying they “expect that CPS will 
be moving to a mask-optional model for all students and staff in the near future.”   Later 
in the email they say masks will be strongly encouraged.   It is interesting to note how 
much language matters here.  What I’m hearing from the leader of my children’s school 
district is a pandering to anti-maskers, and a lack of concern for the families who 
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53  

I am a mother of two CPS students and I want to cps to work on a thoughtful timeline to 
start making masks optional 
 

54  
I am writing to state I am in full support of a mask optional policy and for it to be 
implemented ASAP. 
 

55  
As a parent of a CPS 1st grader, I fully support the mask mandate for the rest of the 
year (and possibly next year) for several reasons: 
 
My child’s sibling is 3 and cannot be vaccinated. We need to protect those children (and 
staff) who cannot yet be vaccinated or for whom vaccines are not effective, or for 
medical reasons cannot be vaccinated. It our responsibility as a community to do all we 
can to protect them. 
 
There is an agreement with the Union that needs to be followed.  
 
The vaccine for 5-11 year olds has been show to be less effective than previously 
thought. This leaves all elementary school students vulnerable. 
 
Both my child’s grandmothers are immunocompromised, as are countless other family 
members. Reduced spread keeps them safer. Masking reduces spread.  
 
This is an easy decision and I honestly cannot believe we would be considering 
removing masks when there is pandemic STILL occurring and variants can still arrive. 
Masking is the absolute least we can do. My 7 year old and 3 year old agree and want 
to keep others safe. Adults should too. 
 

56  
I am writing to support the movement towards CPS going mask-optional.  
 
In Chicago, we are well under the CDC guidelines for safe reduction of universal mask 
requirements in schools. As of today our city positivity rate is under 1%.  Our 
hospitalization rate is .6 and our death rate is .1.  I don’t know the numbers for 
hospitalization and death for normal winter flu and cold season, but I suspect those 
numbers are seasonally higher than what we are seeing with Covid right now and we 
do not require universal masks in school to prevent their spread.  
 
I realize that some CPS schools have higher vaccination rates than others, but I also 
don’t see that changing in a significant way soon.  In the meantime, CPS kids and 
teachers - and every other citizen in the state - are able to do pretty much everything 
else in their lives - sports and activities, dining out, going to movies, and so on 
WITHOUT a mask.  It no longer seems rational for them to then spend full school days 
masked as well for months as that vaccination rate creeps up.  While the CPS 
vaccination rate in schools might be low in some schools, we can’t ignore that the the 
overall community vaccination rate is high. CPS kids and teachers are still part of that 
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community, and we haven’t seen in other parts of IL that suddenly the mask-optional 
schools are having different Covid spread than the community at large.  
 
My kids have already said they plan to keep their masks on if CPS goes optional, at 
least as long they see their teachers and classmates mostly doing the same.  I went to 
a store on Wednesday and maybe 5 adults were unmasked.  There won’t be an abrupt 
shift from all masks to no masks in schools either, and it is time to start that transition.   
 
I support going mask-optional not because I am anti-mask.  We have been masking 
and doing our part for 2 years in my household. But when I hear my 14 yo’s reasons for 
continuing to mask if the mandate is dropped as a) peer pressure - she doesn’t want 
her classmates to think she is bad for not wearing a mask and  b) she doesn’t want her 
classmates to see her whole face - I am sad.  My 10 yo sees the “mask as part of him” 
and is almost nervous to not wear one.  
 
While I am proud of how well they adapted to wearing masks without complaint, these 
comments and concerns are indicators that if it is safe - and the CDC has deemed it so 
- it is time to let kids adapt back to a world where they aren’t hiding their face or unable 
to see the full faces of their teachers and classmates.   
 
I hope to hear an announcement by next week with a date for CPS to drop the universal 
masking requirement.  I was heartened by the email on Wednesday that we are moving 
that direction, but it is time to hear a date or a rationale for exactly what metrics CPS is 
waiting for that will change it.   
 

57  
Please go to mask optional in our schools now that transmission rates are under 2%.  
The risk / reward trade off doesn’t make sense anymore—time to get our kids back to 
the normalcy the rest of us have begun to enjoy! 
 

58  
The Board along with the CPS OIG, CPS Investigations, CPS Law, and CPS Safety 
and Security have all been made aware of a Lake View High School security guard who 
was arrested in 2008 for Solicitation of a Prostitute (undercover cop, attached). Yet, this 
security guard was never pulled from his position and properly investigated for violating 
several CPS policies, including ‘Conduct Unbecoming Becoming a CPS Employee.” 
 
This same CPS security guard was also suspended in 2019 for unknown reason(s) and 
removed from his baseball coaching position from Lane Tech for imposing corporal 
punishment on student-athletes while on a Spring Break trip and then bragging about 
and posting the punishment on social media in 2016. In addition, FOIA responses from 
CPS failed to show he never reported his 2008 arrest to CPS or secondary 
employment. All of these things were reported to several CPS supervisors, including 
Jadine Chou. 
 
Most importantly, this Lake View HS security guard has avoided any CPS investigations 
or leaves of absences without pay while CPS performs lengthy investigations on other 
employees without pay for up to 2 ½ years+ on false allegations. In fact, one CPS 
teacher was investigated for a public sexual act (same sexual act as this security was 
soliciting in 2008) he supposedly was involved in before he was a CPS employee or a 
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have. We owe it to each other to do what we can to protect each other, especially when 
what we can do is simple.  
•        I support mask mandates because my child is one of only 3 in her entire grade 
who can be vaccinated. I support them because "civil rights" don't mean people doing 
anything they want to hurt others and I want my child to oppose ableism in all its forms. 
•        Universal masking keeps our schools open and our children as healthy as 
possible. Less than 30% of our elementary school children are vaccinated and we need 
to hold steady for our children under 5 who still don’t have a vaccine available. 
•        I will take being "overly cautious" any day compared to pure individualism. We live 
in a community, and we need community care for all. 
•        I don’t just want better educational choices for *my* children. I want a system that 
works and serves all students equitably. A society that only gives choices to some, 
doesn’t serve anyone.  
•        They are the easiest way to slow the spread of disease. We've all got them, the 
kids are used them, and they are cheap and effective whether you are vaccinated or 
not. Really just a no-brainer to keep the mask mandate in place. 
•        We want universal masking because it is the fairest, clearest way to protect the 
6.7 (m)1 (y)9 (.)u.5 (ar)1nee
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•        My 5-year-old is vaccinated, but most of his preK class is not, many because they 
are not old enough yet. Recent reports also indicate that vaccine efficacy is decreasing 
as the virus mutates. Masking helps protect everyone. 
•        I spent most of my own 1st and 2nd grades in speech therapy - so I personally 
understand the implications of masking special needs kids. I also understand that us 
special needs folks know better than literally anyone else how important it is that we all 
look out for each other. That's why I support mandatory masks in our schools, and I 
imagine virtually all of the special needs kids do, too. 
•        I support #cpsmasking b/c I am immunocompromised as well as my mother who 
is over the age of 65 who assist with child care. As well as my father who is 70 who also 
assist with his grandchildren. removing the mask mandate puts all of us at risk. 
•        One reason alone, people are still dying from this virus vaccinated or not! Why put 
our children or ourselves at risk? I thought this would have been a no brainer but I 
guess when dealing with people and politicians with more money than brains this is 
what we come up with 
•        I protected my children with car seats when they were little. Then they graduated 
to seat belts. Now they wear masks. But we know one-way masking isn’t enough in a 
setting like school; we need *everyone* masked to stay safe. 
•        If masks are optional then it looks like school will be optional for my kids too. My 
youngest is in PreK and 75% of the kids in their class are not yet eligible for the covid 
vaccine yet. There was a week in Jan when they were the ONLY child in class. 
•        In this phase of the pandemic where immunity may be waning due to the time 
lapsed since the booster or dose 2 (depending on the age), there should be no 
assumptions about "being fully safe." That would be an illusion. We have been there 
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•        We have a number of parents in Chicago who keep using students who need 
speech services as a reason to remove masks in schools. It's a very condescending 
form of advocacy that non-disabled folks are using as a shield for their own desires. 
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Why Does Mayor Lightfoot & CPS Refuse to Vaccinate Students & Families in 
Schools? 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-
8csIKz4RTPv4ByAIY_v4YJG0pfNm_3VfM3efqBDIZI/edit 
 
Thanks for your time and attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Joy Bunton 
 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1N_xYENyCCrXeIYvBzuddSA8_ALlDUF76zc4xvg
bEE0Q/edit 
 

66  
The Board's continued insistence on a universal mask mandate for schoolchildren 
amidst a .14% COVID positivity rate in CPS is an unconscionable spectacle.  The CDC, 
the ISBE, the IDPH, and 94% of school districts in state see absolutely no reason to 
persist in requiring masks for school, and the adult world here in Chicago is finally back 
to normal.  The stasis that CPS policy is currently in rests entirely at the feet of the 
Board, whose only rationale for continuing with the current combination of outmoded 
COVID-19 mitigation protocols is that doing so demonstrates an ethos of "community 
care."  This is a self-delusion and an infantilization of all of us as parents and citizens.  
Why can't Chicago end quarantines for close contacts?  Why did it take us so long to 
get a 5-day week after the full lockdown?  Why still perpetual masking?  In all cases, 
CPS staffers, Board members, and CTU leaders will recite a string of professional-class 
pieties about the "vulnerable" and "marginalized" (and other words they use to talk 
about people that they feel compelled to a to appear to care about but don't know 
personally).  But if it wasn't clear before, all this talk of "equity" from big-city bureaucrats 
is just window dressing for austerity, inaction, and second-class treatment.   For those 
of us who really believe that schools are anchors of community and that all of our 
children deserve safety, stability, and integrity in their local schoolhouse, the record-
setting slow dance out of lockdown by the Chicago Public Schools has left us doubting 
the competence and the sincerity of those in whom we place an enormous amount of 
trust and responsibility.  Over the long term, that erosion of trust can have disastrous 
consequences for the sustainability of a public system.  I urge the Board to begin the 
work of repairing and restoring that trust. 
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